The dissertation tackles the broad question of knowledge representation and manipulation for companion robots. It first builds a taxonomy of the knowledge manipulation skills required by service robots, then proposes a novel active knowledge base that integrates into large cognitive architectures, and finally explores several applications, including natural language grounding.
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Then we look at how to build such a knowledge-enabled robot ( Fig. 1) . Since many years, researchers create and study so-called cognitive architectures, implemented as abstract models of the human cognition. Robots, as embodied and interactive agents, raise specific issues. What are those? Which are the right technical approaches to tackle them? How "knowledge" translates into practical, meaningful concepts?
Finally, the third challenge faced in the dissertation relates to the specific question of the human-robot interaction. We claim that robots now belong to the realm of social individualities. What does that mean? Which consequences does that have on the knowledge needs? How does it translate into practical issues, like natural language understanding?
The first part of the dissertation strives at providing a systematic study of the knowledge requirements of modern robotic applications in the context of service robotics and human-robot interaction. We propose a novel typology of desirable features for knowledge representation systems supported by a review of existing tools. Section 2 of this abstract gives a brief overview of this work.
The second part of the thesis presents in depth a particular instantiation of such a knowledge representation and manipulation system called ORO. We elaborate on the inner working of this system, as well as its integration into several complete robot control stacks. A particular focus is given to the modelling of agent-dependent symbolic perspectives and their relations to the theory of mind. Section 3, below, presents the main results of this effort.
The third part of the dissertation is focused on one important application in the human-robot interaction context: situated dialogue. Our approach and associated algorithms leading to the interactive grounding of uncon- 
Knowledge Representation: What and How
The first part of the dissertation focuses on the knowledge representation issue and how it is currently dealt with within the robotics community.
Based The dissertation details these categories and proposes definitions and references for over thirty cognitive and technical characteristics applicable to KRS.
We then review nine projects that are either explicitly advertised as knowledge representation systems or involve explicit knowledge manipulation within a robot. We summarize in one large table the main fields of contribution of each of these systems, while underlining their prominent features.
The OpenRobots Ontology Framework
The second part of the thesis is focused on the design, the development and the integration of the OpenRobots Ontology framework. The central piece of this framework is a knowledge base acting as a semantic blackboard where robotic modules can write and querying pieces of knowledge, stored as RDF triples.
This blackboard is however not simply a passive store. It exposes mechanisms to manage several mental models (enabling the effective implementation of a theory of mind [4] ), and provide active services like concepts discrimination or management of the memory.
Also, the OpenRobots Ontology framework includes a common-sense ontology that provides the robot with an initial background knowledge, shared by all the agents.
The dissertation eventually presents how the knowledge base is integrated into the larger software architecture of service robots. We mention how it interacts with geometric reasoning and symbolic situation assessment modules, supporting agent-dependent perspective taking. We also show its integration with symbolic task planners and event-based robot controllers on several different robots.
Contributions and Future Directions
The dissertation hopefully lays down a solid ground for further developments around the idea of "knowledge for interaction". The formalization of this question is one of the main scientific outcomes of the dissertation: we have listed and organised into a typology a set of desirable characteristics of knowledge representation systems for service robotics, and anchored these characteristics in a review of existing realworld systems.
We also aim with the dissertation at narrowing down the gap between research on embodied and disembodied artificial agents: we have tried to bridge experiences learned from years of research on disembodied cognitive architectures (both from the computing science and neuropsychology communities) with the constraints from real-world systems that weigh on robotic architectures. We have tried to identify theoretical reference contributions from the diverse fields of cognitive sciences that are relevant to knowledgeenabled robotics. We have also proposed reference implementations on robots for some of them.
At the architectural level, our work also helps to better understand the knowledge flows in modern cognitive architectures for robots. By introducing explicit knowledge in our architectures, it allows the humans that design and program robots to talk about and question this knowledge: it singularizes and materialises concepts that were beforehand often diffuse and ubiquitous. This leads us to introduce the idea of palpable knowledge and the general concept of a knowledgeoriented architecture.
The dissertation concludes by emphasising the need to better explore and understand context management in our robots. Not only as a geometric or temporal frame associated to a fact, but more generally as a multi-scale and multithematic set of facets recognized by the robot.
